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SYNOPSIS 
Flow distribution pattern in the Hyl I reactors of FT Krakatau Steel has been 
studied using a 1 : 10 scale model of the reactor, water as the modelling fluid 
and KMn04 tracer injection and measurement at sixteen different locations in the 
model. 
The packed bed materials investigated comprised three mixtures ( average pellet 
diameters : 6.30 mm, 7.85 mm and 9.00 mmplaced in the model reactor with 
concave and convex top surfaces, respectively. 
The results of the water model study of the Hyl I reactor clearly indicate a 
nonideal flow pattern of the fluid, affected by top surface geometry and pellet 
mixtures used 
A study of the full scale industrial Hyl I reactors of PT Krakatau Steel, Cilegon 
was also carried out using basket tests and lump ore tracer ( 60 tons ) to measure 
metallization non uniformity and materials flow , respectively. 
The results confirmed the water model study and indicated that: 
1. The concave surfaces of reactor charging give the better performance of the 
actual Hyl I reactors compared with convex surfaces. 
2. The mixtures of pellets with average pellet diameter of 9.00 mm , give the best 
overall performance for all variable conditions of flow pattern of fluid through a 
packed bed reactor. 
3. The flow maldistribution in the actual Hyll reactor influences the 
metallization quality of the sponge iron. 
4. The fiinnel flow nature of the Hyl I reactors further varies the consistency of 
the sponge iron delivered to the steel making plants. 
One practical conclusion of the study is that the Hyl I reactors should always be 
charged with rotary chute to obtain the concave top surface, and the biggest 
pellets are put in the top position to get the more uniform sponge iron 
metallization for the steel making plants. 
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I. INTRODUCTION. 
There are two main processes for making steel at present: the blast furnace — 
BOF and the direct reduction (DR) - Electric Arc Furnace (EAF). The HYL 
process is one of direct reduction process routes consisting of two independent 
sections: reforming section and reduction section. The reducing gas is made by 
reaction of hydrocarbon with steam in the catalytic reformer. In the reduction 
section iron ore is reduced in order to produce sponge iron. 
The HYL I process is a batch process to reduce the oxygen content of the iron 
ore to satisfactory level by using hot reducing gas through fixed bed reactors. The 
pellets in the reactor at ambient temperature are contacted with hot reducing 
gas, and are completely reduced to sponge iron in the solid state. 
As far as the reducing gas is concerned the following factors are important: 
reduction potential, gas volume, gas velocity, gas pressure, gas flow pattern in the 
reactors and temperature. 
The properties of iron ore pellets which are considered important during 
reduction are: physical properties,ie size distribution; bulk density, tumbler 
index, impact index, compressive strength before and after reduction,chemicaI 
composition, iron content minimum, maximum gangue content and 
metallurgical properties, i.e.: reducibility, sticking tendency, swelling tendency 
and low temperature disintegration properties. 
Much work has been done to study the properties of iron ore pellets during 
reduction in the laboratory scale, pilot plant and industrial scale in order to get 
better quality of raw material in the iron and steel industries, but there are 
not so much studies of gas flow pattern in the Hyl I reactor itself, and nobody 
seems to know what is really happening with the reducing gas flow pattern 
during contact in the packed bed reactors. 
The aim of this study is to examine gas flow distribution pattern phenomena in 
the Hyl I packed bed reactor of FT Krakatau Steel, Cilegon, Indonesia by using 
reduced scale water model of the actual Hyl I reactor, and the actual Hyl I 
reactor itself, in order to know and investigate the effect of varying of several 
parameters, i.e.: fluid flow rate, pellet distribution and the profile of the pellet 
surface in the reactors. 
n. T H E O R Y . 
2.1. FLOW THROUGH PACKED BEDS. 
( 
The flow of fluids through stationary beds of particulate or porous solids is in 
common use in many industrial operations. In many cases the solid phase is 
stationary as in the packed bed rector Hyl I; in other cases, the bed moves 
counter current to the gas stream. 
The rate of momentum transfer from the fluid to the solid particles and therefore 
the pressure drops for flow through the bed are related to the physical 
mechanisms by which flow occurs. 
In the flow of fluid through a packed bed of granular materials, such as 
pellets, the fluid undergoes repeated acceleration and deceleration as it flows 
through torturous paths in the bed. The total energy loss is the sum of viscous 
energy loss and kinetic energy loss. [ Foust et al.,1960 ] 
The behavior of fluid flow in the packed bed, i.e. whether laminar or 
turbulent,can be determined by Reynolds Number, which is defined by : 
p dp Uq 
NRe = ( 2 . 1 ) 
N Re - Reynolds Number 
dp 
Density of fluid 
Particle diameter 
u o - Velocity of fluid 
fi - Viscosity of fluid 
For pressure drop trough the packed bed of granular material we have: 
p û  L ( 1 - « ) 
- AP = f p (2.2.) 
dp e 3 
- AP Pressure drop through the packed bed 
ip The friction factor 
P Density of fluid 
u - Velocity of fluid 
L - Bed height 
d 
P Particle size (Particle diameter) 
e - Bed porosity 
In equation ( 2.2 ) the friction factor ( fp ) is a function of Reynolds 
Number (N r^) . 
The relationship between fiiction factor (fp) and Reynolds Number ( N j ^ ) 
is shown in Figure 2.1. [ Foust et al 1960 ]. 
Rep , />« 
L-e m(I-0 
Figure 2.1. Friction factor vs. Reynolds Number for flow through packed beds. 
[Foustetal,1960] 
In Figure 2.1 is shown the mean curve obtained when experimental data 
are plotted as fp vs. N r ^ / (1 - £ ) . 
The solid line is a plot of equation (2.3) and the dotted lines marked 
Carman-Kozeny and Burke - Plummer are plots of flow conditions at low 
Reynolds Number and high Reynolds Number, respectively. 
The data points themselves have been removed for clarity. They scatter 
smoothly around the line plotting equation (2.3) showing no systematic 
deviation. 
Equation ofthelineis given by: 
fp = 150 (1- 6 ) / NK^ + 1.75 . . . . (2.3) 
fp = The friction factor 
e = Bed porosity 
Njç̂ e = Reynolds Number 
The equation ( 2. 3 ) is dimensionless, and hence any set of consistent 
units may be used throughout any complete term of this equation. 
If the flow of fluids is laminar equation ( 2.2 ) reduces to : 
150 ( 1 - £ ) ^ w u L 
- A P = ^ ^ ^ (2.4) 
dp2 
and for the turbulent flow equation (2.2 ) reduces to : 
- A P = P ^ ^ M l - s ) 
dp 
- A P = Pressure drop trough the packed bed 
}i = Viscosity of fluid 
u = Velocity of fluid 
L = Bed height 
dp = Particle diameter 
6 = Bed porosity 
In the application in all packed bed processes such as DR I production in 
HYL I, Purofer and all shaft furnaces such as cupolas, blast furnaces etc. it 
is generally important to know what is the permeability of such a reactor. 
The permeability of a packing bed is its ability to allow the fluid at given 
temperature and pressure conditions to flow through the region at a certain 
flow rate. ( Standish, 1980 ) 
It should be noted that the bed permeability and bed porosity ( voidage ) are 
quite different concepts. The bed porosity is simply the fraction ( or 
percentage ) of the bed which consists of voids. 
ThuSj a given region or volume element of the packed bed will consist of 
two parts a volume of actual solid particles and a volume of voids. 
V Total = V ^ d + ^Voids 
In the statement of equation (2.6) the question of particle shape, size or 
material, e.g. iron ore, pellet, stone etc, is not involved This then means 
that all sorts of mixtures of granular materials, including iron ore and pellets, 
either separately or together can have exactiy the same porosity. 
If for example, two beds are packed with spheres in the same way, the porosity 
of each will be exactiy the same irrespective of how widely different the two 
sizes are. This is readily proved by actual measurement of the porosity or more 
simply by viewing the bed of small spheres through a magnifying glass of 
appropriate magnification when it will be seen to be indistinguishable in all 
respects fi-om the bed of large spheres. 
For such a bed the porosity is the same but the permeability is 
not.[Standish,1980; 
This conclusion is explained by considering the appropriate equations of 
which equation ( 2.2 ) is an example. 
In equation (2.2 ) the flow through the packed bed of granular material 
assumes that the packed bed is uniform. Actually, in practice this is seldom the 
case,so geometric coefficient ( geometric factor ) and shape factor should be 
considered for all the'nonuniform packed beds and this means most, if not all , 
industrial packed bed reactors. 
So equation ( 2.2 ) can be modified : 
- A P = fp 
p u2 L ( 1 - s ) 
• (2.7) 
\|; dp s ^ ^ 
Where : ^ = Shape factor 
(p = Geometric factor 
<p varies fi-om 0 to 1 , e.q. ^ = 0 if an imp>ervious membrane extends 
across the bed and ^ = 1 if a bed consists of a uniform mixture of 
particles. 
Remembering that : ^ ~ a (2.8) 
u = Velocity of fluid 
Q = Volumetric flow rate of fluid 
A = Cross sectional area of the bed 
then substitution for u and rearrangement of equation ( 2.7 ) gives : 
Lfpp . 
yrdpif) 
(Is) J 
(2 .9 ) 
If the flow is turbulent, equation ( 2.9) becomes: 
2 = K , dp 
(1-s ) 
Where : K is a constant 
(2.10) 
A: = \ 
-APA" 
L fp p (2.11) 
and for laminar conditions : 
Where : 
^ - (2.13) 150//L 
Equations (2.10) and (2.12) show that the permeability of beds at 
constant AP, A, L, fp and p is a function of particle size and shape, 
bed porosity and the geometric factor that accounts for geometric arrangement 
of the particles and the voids in the bed. 
It is interesting to note that Poveromo [ 1979 ] ĝ ves for the blast furnace 
Q =0.57 h; dp G V l - e . . . (2.14) 
This equation can be compared with equation (2.10). [Standish, 1980 ]. 
2.2. PROPERTIES OF GRANULAR MATERIALS. 
- Particle shape ( 
It is known that particle shape influences such properties as packing, 
interaction with fluids, although not much work has been carried out on these 
relationships. 
Most common characterization of particle shape is its departure from a sphere 
or sphericity (v|/). 
Surface of sphere 
For the same volume T = . . . .(2.15) 
Surface of particle 
A useful relationship is: 
diameter of inscribed drde (di) 
^ = . . . (2.16) 
diameter of outside drde (do) 
do di 
1.0 
0.8 
^ 0.6 
a. 
w 0.4 
02 
— < ] 
r 
L 
r'pi 
,oose 
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Figure 2.2. Spheridty as a function of porosity for random packed beds of 
uniformly sized partides. [ Brown et al,1950 ] 
In Figure 2.2 is shown the sphericity (T) vs. porosity for the random packed 
bed 
For the normal packing, for example if the particle sphericity = 0.90 , then 
the porosity of the packed bed = 0.40. In practice Figure 2.2 should be used 
only if the actual porosity can not be measured readily. 
There are many properties of granular materials used in the study of the flow 
pattern in packed bed reactors, i.e. : Particle density, bulk density, porosity, 
permeability, size distribution, particle size and particle shape. 
- Farticle densky ( p^) 
Mp 
Pp = . . . . . (2. 17) 
Vp 
Pp - partide density 
Mp - partide mass 
Vp - particle volume 
If the partide is absolutely solid, i.e. it has no porosity, then equation (2.17) 
defines solid density. 
- Bulk densfly (ps) 
PB = PP ( 1 - 6 ) (2 .18) 
PB - bulk density 
PP - particle density 
8 - porosity 
- Porosity (s) 
Volume of voids 
6 = (2.19) 
Total volume 
Where: Total volume (Vx) = Volume of solids + volume of voids 
See equation (2.6.). 
- Particle size (dp), 
¿P = ¥ (2.20.) 
dp - particle size 
\\f - Sphericity 
dspt - diameter of sphere having the same volume as the particle 
If screens are used to size the particles, then the screen diameter ( d ^ ) is 
determined, usually as an arithmetic mean of the aperture of the screen which 
just lets the particle through and the screen on which they are resting. 
Unfortunately, there is no general relationship between d ^ and dp. 
However, we can say that: (Levenspiel, 1979 ) 
*) For irregular particles with no seeming longer or shorter dimension: 
dp = \|/ 4cr (2.21) 
dp = diameter of particle (particle size). 
M/ = particle shape 
d ^ = diameter of screen 
*) For irregular particles with one somewhat longer dimension but 
with length ratio not greater than 2 : 1, the equation is : 
# = cU (2.22) 
Note: If the particle size of the granular material is not uniform, then in order to 
characterize particle size, mean harmonic particle size (dp) is used: 
Where ( dp ) = 
I I J (2. 23) 
- Size distribution 
This refers to distribution of particle sizes (as fraction or percentage by weight 
or volume) in the mixture. 
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2.3. FLOW PATTERN OF NON mEAL FLOW. 
Flow of fluids in ideal vessels (reactors) has two ideal flow patterns, plug 
flow and mixed flow. In the real equipment there is diflferent behavior from thp 
ideal condition. This deviation can be caused by dispersion of fluid, channeling 
of fluid, recycling of fluid or by creation of stagnant regions in the vessel. 
Overall three somewhat interrelated factors make up the contacting or flow 
pattern [ Levenspiel,1979]: 
• The RTD or residence time distribution of material that is flowing 
through the vessel. It is represented by Et function (Exit age distribution 
function). 
• The state of aggregation of the flowing material moving through the 
vessel, its tendency to clump and for a group of molecules to move about 
together. 
• The earliness and lateness of mixing of material in the vessel. 
Because in the present study aggregation and earliness of mixing have no 
significance, only the residence time will be considered. 
2.3.1. Residence time distribution of fluid in vessels. 
If one knows precisely what is happening within the vessel, thus a complete 
velocity distribution map for the fluid is available,. then it is possible to predict 
the behavior of a vessel as a packed bed reactor, but the attendant complexities 
make it impractical to use this approach. In many cases one really needs to 
know only how long the individual molecules stay in the vessel or more 
precisely the distribution of residence times of the flowing fluid 
This information can be determined easily by a widely used method of 
inquiry, the stimulus-response experiment and will be useful for design or 
improving process condition. 
The residence time distribution (or RTD) approach to nonideal flow can 
be used to predict the behavior of a vessel (reactor). 
RTD curves can be obtained by physical or chemical methods of 
experimentation. 
The flow through a vessel is assumed to be in the steady state condition, 
without reaction, without density change, of a single fluid [ Levenspiel 1979 ] 
It is a matter of experience that individual molecules or particles of fluid take 
different lengths of time to pass through the vessel. 
The distribution of these times for the stream of fluid leaving the vessel is 
called the exit age distribution ( E ^) or the residence time distribution of the 
fluid (RTD). 
It is convenient to represent the RTD in such a way that the area under 
the curve is unity, or 
= 1 . . . . . (2.24) 
E l̂-) = Distribution of times of fluid elements leaving the vessel. 
fraction of exit 
stream younger 
than ti 
RTD or 
Total area curve = 1 
fraction of 
exit stream 
ti than 
ti 
Figure 2.3.: The exit a ĵe distribution curve E(t) for fluid flov^ng 
through a vessel, also called the residence time distribution or RTD. 
The fraction of exit stream of age between t and t + dt is E (t) dt 
The fraction younger than age 11 is : (̂ô ^ . . . (2.25 ) 
0 
The fraction of material older than ti is : 
^(t)^ (2.26) 
The E(t) curve is the distribution needed to account for nonideal flow. By 
comparing the E(t) curve for the real vessel ( packed bed reactor ) with the 
theoretical curves for various combination of flow models, one can find 
which is the real vessels best performance. 
2.3.2. Models for non ideal flow 
Many types of models can be used to characterize nonideal flow within a 
vessel. Dispersion models rely on the analogy between mixing in actual flow 
and a diffusion process. 
Some models are useful in accounting for the deviation of real systems such 
us tubular vessel or packed beds firom plug flow, others describe the 
deviation of real stirred tanks from the ideal of mixed flow. 
Models vary in complexity . For example one parameter models adequately 
represent ideal packed beds or tubular vessel, on other hand two to six 
parameter models have been proposed to represent fluidized beds. 
The varying intensities of turbulence or intermixing in the flow of fluids 
through a vessel ( reactor ), predict that the model should range from plug 
flow atone extreme to mixed flow at the other. 
Since the mixing process involves a shuffling or redistribution of material 
either by slippage or eddies, and since this is repeated a considerable number 
of times during the flow of fluid through the vessel one can consider these 
disturbances to be statistical in nature, somewhat as in molecular diffusion. 
[ Levenspiel, 1975 ] 
For molecular diffusion in the X direction the governing differential 
equation is given by Pick's Law : 
ÔC ^ â^C 
• (2-27) 
Where : D^ - the coefficient of molecular diffusion. 
In analogous manner one may consider all the contributipns to back 
mixing of fluid flowing in the X direction to be described by a similar form 
of expression, or : 
âC ^ Ô'^C 
Tt ^ ^ J ^ • (2-28) 
Where : D - the longitudinal or axial dispersion coefficient. 
In • dimensionless form, the basic differential equation representing this 
dispersion becomes : 
a c ( D ) a ^ c a c 
a e uL d i } d z 
. . . (2 .29) 
Where : 
D / u L - Vessel dispersion number 
^ ' I - Dimensionless length 
£ ^ to ^ / L ' Dimensionless time 
D / u L is the parameter which measures the extent of axial dispersion, 
if D / u L => 0 negligible dispersion, hence plug flow 
D / u L = > 00 large dispersion, hence mixed flow 
This dispersion model usually represents quite satisfactorily flow that 
deviates not too greatiy from plug flow, thus real axial flow entry packed beds 
and long tubes. 
The simplest way for finding the residence time distribution ( RTD ) is to use 
a physical or non reactive tracer. 
To characteristize the spreading one assumes a diffusion like process 
superimposed on plug flow and it is called dispersion or longitudinal 
dispersion to distinguish it from molecular diffusion. 
By recording the shape of the tracer curve as it passes the exit of the vessel, 
D or D / u L can be evaluated 
To evaluate D / u L any of the properties of the pulse response curve can 
be used such as [JCdt], the variance (a^), maximum height or width at 
61% to maximum hei^t. 
Theory( Levenspiel,1979) then gives the simple relationship between D / u L 
and the mean residence time (O and variance : 
aV't^ = 2 D / u L (2 .30) 
Where : 
c2 = Variance 
t = Mean residence time 
D/uL = Vessel dispersion number 
The utility of the dispersion number is related to the intensity of dispersion 
and the geometric factor for the vessel, i. e. 
JD = ( D. ) ) . . . . . . . . (2.31) 
uL udp L 
D / u L - vessel dispersion number 
D 
udp - intensity of dispersion 
dp - geometric factor 
u 
dp 
L 
actual gas velocity 
particle size 
height of packed bed 
I f on the other hand, u is the superficial gas velocity, then equation (2 .31 ) 
is modified and becomes : 
D / u L = ( D G / u d p ) ( d p / L ) ( l / G ) . . . ( 2 . 3 2 ) 
Where € is the bed porosity. 
Experiments show that the dispersion model well represents flow in packed 
beds as well as turbulent flow in pipes. 
In these cases the intensity of dispersion, as measured by D / udp, is a 
function of fluid properties ( Schmidt Number ) and flow dynamics ( Reynolds 
Number ). [ Levenspiel, 1975 ] 
10 
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Figure 2.4. The Dispersion of fluid in the packed bed (Levenspiel 79) 
In Figure 2.4. is shown the mean curve obtained when D/udp vs. N^^ are 
plotted. 
For the gases ( compressible fluids) the intensity of dispersion shows different 
line for each Schmidt Number in the laminar flow (The dotted line mark ), but 
for turbulent flow intensity of dispersion is constant ( straight line ). For the 
liquid ( incompressible fluids) is shown that in the range Reynolds Number 50 -
1000 intensity of dispersion decreases, and is constant ( straight line ) in the 
laminar flow and turbulent flow in the range N^^ more than 1000. 
2.3.3. Similarity criteria. 
In order to study the operation of an existing process in the industrial scale on a 
suitable model, researchers are frequently faced with problem of defining the 
minimum possible factors which will represent adequately the geometry and 
operating conditions of a system. 
The model need not reproduce the entire system but only the characteristic 
aspect under study. 
The concept of general similarity originated in the geometric similarity of 
form such as the similar triangles. Newton made the transition from 
geometric to dynamic similarity. 
The necessary conditions for one system to be similar to another are 
expressed by similarity criteria. 
Knowledge of the applicable similarity criteria provides an insight into the 
system and can be used to minimize the experimentation necessary to relate 
the important process variables. 
The similarity criteria can be derived by various methods. 
An excellent technique that can be applied in most cases is based on the 
study of the equation describing the behavior of the system. 
Frequently these are differential equations, the solution of which may 
present considerable complexity. 
However, the derivation of the similarity criteria is based solely on the 
primary equations and their boundary conditions and not on their 
solution. 
Another way of attaining the same goal is by the technique of dimensional 
analysis, which can be used to establish the minimum number of 
independent variables controlling the behavior of a system and to arrange 
them in the form of dimensionless groups. 
Dimensional analysis is based on the fact that the units of measurement of 
the various physical quantities in a system are interrelated 
The usefulness of similarity criteria is the fact that they can be defined 
without making reference to any external standard 
In general, the configuration ( geometric and dynamic similarity ) of a 
system can be defined by ratio of magnitudes within the system, which do 
not depend on the units of measurement. [ Szekely, 1971 ] 
L: 
dm < • 
(a) 
• 
V -
Lm 
F1 + F 2 
Figure 2.5 Geometrically (a) . and dynamically (b) similar 
systems.[Szekely,1971] 
For instance, a fixed ratio of length to diameter of a cylinder/ tubular 
reactor can be considered as the necessary condition for geometric 
similarity. 
L r 
L m 
dr 
dm 
= C 
= C 
. ( 2 - 33 ) 
. ( 2 - 34 ) 
Where: 
Lr - Length of tubular reactor 
Lm- Length of reactor model 
dr - Diameter of reactor 
dm - Diameter of reactor model 
C - Constant of proportionality 
In the case of fluid flow in a packed bed, Reynolds Number is used for 
dynamic similarity purposes, in which Reynolds Number in the packed bed 
reactor must be same with Reynolds Number of reactor model. 
( Nrc ) reactor = ( Nr^ ) model 
Pi P2 dp2 U-2 
= . . . . ( 2 - 3 5 ) 
Where: ( Nr^ ) reactor = Reynolds Number for Reactor 
(Nrc) model = Reynolds Number for Reactor model 
p 1 = Density of gas Reactor ( kg/m^) 
P2 = Density of fluid of Reactor model (kg/m^) 
dpi - Particle diameter of Reactor (m) 
dp2 - Particle diameter of Reactor model (m) 
Ui - Velocity of reducing gas Reactor (m/sec) 
U2 - Velocity of fluid Reactor model (m/sec) 
jj, - Viscosity of gas of Reactor (kg/'m.sec) 
- Viscosity of fluid of Reactor model (kg/m.sec) 
2.3.4. Materials flow characterization in the reactor . 
Solid materials like pellets in the reactor or bin may have two types of flow , 
namely mass flow and funnel flow. 
The main distinguishing feature between these two types of flow is that in the 
case of mass flow a " first in first out flow pattern is obtained, whereas in fijnnel 
flow is a " first in last out^ sequence of flow. 
The characteristics of these two flow patterns in more detail are : 
2.3.4.1.Mass flow 
1. The first in first flow out flow pattern which is usefiJ in the storage of solids 
which deteriorate with time and /or which segregate during charging in the 
storage. 
2. Flow is uniform and well controlled, giving a constant feed density which is 
independent of the head in the bin. 
3. There are no dead regions within the bin, hence there is a minimum of 
consolidation at rest 
4.Channelling, hangups,surging and flooding are absent 
5. Pressures are relatively uniform across any horizontal cross section of the 
hopper,causing uniform consolidation and uniform permeability. 
Mass flow is the most desirable flow pattern. In mass flow bins the material is in 
motion at substantially every point of the bin whenever any solid is drawn 
through the outiet. 
2.3.4.2. Funnel flow 
1. Material is in motion only in the fijnnel, whenever any solid is drawn through 
the outiet. 
2. If bulk solid has tendenq^ to spoil, cake or degrade with time, then this will 
happen in the non flowing region. 
3. Flow rate tends to be erratic with a widely varying density of the feed 
t 
4. The erratic flow rate causes fine powders to aerate, fluidize and flood 
5. For materials which segregate on charging, there is no mixing in the hopper. 
6. Piping occurs if the non flowing solid consolidates sufRciendy to remain stable 
after the flow channel has emptied out [ Standish, 1992 ] 
According to Arnold et al.[ 1981], funnel flow occurs when the bulk material 
sloughs off the surface and discharges through a vertical channel which forms 
within the material in the bin, whereas mass flow occurs when the bulk material 
is in motion at substantially every point in the bin whenever material is drawn 
from the out let. This necessitates material slip along the bin wall surface. 
Funnel flow bins are acceptable for coarse, free flowing, chemically stable bulk 
solids which do not segregate or, if segregation does occur, is not important 
downstream processing parameter. 
In some applications, and in general, it is essential to know what the flow 
pattern in a given bin is. The miaterial flow pattern in the Hyl I reactors is 
required to predict how far there has been homogenizing of product mix of 
sponge iron quality from the top section and from the bottom section during 
discharge. 
The flow pattern of solids in mass flow and funnel flow bins is analyzed 
theoretically using the residence time distribution ( RTD ) theory, like in the 
fluid flow pattern in the ideal vessels. ( see Section 2.3) 
For batch systems such as exemplified by filling and emptying a hopper, some 
results are indistinguishable from their continuous flow counterparts. 
Because of the identity of flow pattern of solids with the fluid flow systems, the 
mathematical expressions for the various flow models in the two systems are 
therefore also analogous. 
For example, for dispersion model, the change of tracer concentration with 
fraction discharged is modified fi-om Equation (2.29) : 
a c 
a © 
D a ^c a c ( 2.36 ) 
a z ^ a z u H 
\ / 
where : D / u H - vessel dispersion number 
H - Height of material in the bin 
On discharging the material from the bin, the discharge stream is continuously 
sampled and analyzed for tracer content The concentration of tracer C is 
calculated as weight of tracer / weight of sample. 
On plotting the resultant data, response curves are obtained as illustrated in 
Figure 2.6. 
Predictions of theory were examined using experimental data obtained with 
ferrous sinter and a model funnel flow bin ( 60 kgs capacity ) with and without a 
flow corrective insert of a split design so that the flow pattern may be seen and 
photographed An example of funnel flow is depicted in Figure 2.7. 
The results show reasonable agreement between theory and measurement 
[Standishetal. 1988] 
According to design of Hyl I reactors, probability of solid material flow in 
Hyl I reactor being flinnel flow type is almost guaranteed. 
The most important practical aspects in this case are : 
1. how far the fluid flow can give better performance in the reduction process 
and lower the deviation of the quality in the top and the bottom of the reactor. ( 
and 
2. how can material flow homogenize the final product on discharge. 
Which the permeability of the packed bed and the uniformity of the materials 
are important factors to prevent maldistribution of gas flow in the packed bed 
reactor. [Standish ,1984 ] , manipulation of material discharge and its storage 
are the key to obtaining a homogeneous sponge iron quality for further 
processing, such as for example, in the electric arc furnaces, as in the case in PT 
Krakatau Steel. 
e - » 
a. mass flow type b. funnel flow type 
Figure 2.6. Schematic tracer response curve for mass flow and funnel flow. 
a. before b. after 
Figure 2.7. Photograph of material flow in bin for funnel flow conditions. 
[Standish et ai. 1988 ] 
2.4. THE REDUCTION OF IRON ORE 
The most common reducing agents used in iron oxide reduction process are 
carbon monoxide, hydrogen and mixtures of these two gases. 
The thermodynamics of iron oxide deals primarily with equilibrium between its 
oxides and these reducing agents. As far as the reducing gas is concerned the 
following factors are important: reduction potential, gas volume, gas pressure, 
gas velocity and temperature. If the reduction is carried out by mixtures of 
CO and hydrogen, the composition of the r^udng gas can vary widely with 
respect to the C/H ratio depending upon the source or the method of gas 
manufacture. Reducing gases made by reforming natural gas are widely used for 
direct reduction. 
The reduction of iron by carbon monoxide and hydrogen, beginning with ferric 
oxide, takes place in three stages: [ Stephenson,1980 ] 
Fe2 0 3 => FegO 4 => FeO => Fe (2.37) 
The reactions involved are: 
3Fe2 03 + CO 2 F e 3 0 4 + C0 2 AH = -12,636 kcal/mole . . (2.38) 
Fe304 + C 0 o 3 F e 0 +CO2 A H = 8,664 kcal/mole . . . (2.39) 
FeO -f CO o Fe + CO 2 AH = - 4,136 kcal/mole . . (2.40) 
1/4 Fe 3 0 4 + C 0 o 3/4 Fe + C 0 2 AH = - 936 kcal/mole . . . (2.41) 
3 Fe2 0 3 + H2 ci> 2 Fe 2 0 3 + H2O AH = - 2,800 kcal/mole . . . . (2.42) 
Feg 0 4 + H2 o 3 Fe 0 + H2O AH = 18,500 kcal/mole . . . . (2.43) 
F e O + H2 o Fe + H2O AH = 5,700 kcal/mole.... (2.44) 
l/4Fe3 O4 + H2 3/4 Fe + H2O AH = 8,900 kcal/mole (2.45) 
The reduction of iron ore by carbon monoxide and hydrogen is normally 
operated at temperature above 570 ° C, because Wustite is metastable below 
570°C.[Hylsa 1980]. 
1 
In the direct reduction processes where the iron is reduced in the solid state and 
no melting occurs., the maximum operating temperature is below the melting 
point. Consequentiy, the reaction rates are slower and the production rate of 
the process is directiy proportional to the rate of reduction. 
The mechanisms of conversion of iron ore to the metallic state are very complex 
because the oxide must go through a series of changes step by step as shown by 
equation (2.37), before the conversion is complete. The slowest step in the 
process determines the overall reaction rate and is referred to as the rate 
controlling step. [Themelis,19ö3 ] 
The solid state reduction of iron oxides, like most metallurgical reactions, is 
heterogeneous involving solid and gas phases separated by an interface. The rate 
of actual chemical reaction may fully or partiy control the rate of reduction, 
diffusion of the reducing and product gases through the boundary layer around 
the particle and diffusion of these gases throughout the particle may interfere 
with the reduction rate. Some of the rate determining steps in iron ore reduction 
are associated with the nature of the reaction system and the contact between the 
reacting phases while others are associated with the nature of the ore. 
The latter determines the ease with which oxygen can be removed from the iron 
oxides in the ore by the reducing gases. This property of an iron ore is often 
referred to as the reducibility.[ Stephenson,1980^ 
It is found that pore diffusion control predominates in the hydrogen reduction of 
various types of hematite particles of diameters greater than 7 mm(7 tol5 mmn) 
and beyond about 50 or 60 percent reduction. Diffusion control prevails up to 
about 95 to 99 percent reduction; the upper limit increases with increasing 
temperature. The effective H2-H2O diffusivity in porous iron derived from 
reduction data decreases markedly with decreasing reduction temperature. 
[ Turkdogan,1971] 
The properties of an ore that determines its reducibility are particle size, shape, 
particle size distribution, density, porosity, crystal structure and composition. All 
of these influence the relative amount of reactive surface area of the iron oxides 
exposed to the reducing gases. 
The correlation of diffusion of the reducing gas through the boundary layer of 
the particle can be expressed by [ Themelis,1963 ] : 
{ 1 - ( 1 - Rx) ^̂  } / t = 0.15 c / dp for H2 . . . ( 2.46) 
{ 1 - ( 1 - Rx) = 0.025 / dp for CX) . . . . (2.47) 
where: 
Rx - fractional reduction of particle 
t ~ time of reduction - minutes 
E - activation energy ( 4200 cai per g-mole, for the temperature range 600 
to 1100° C) 
dp - partide diameter - cm. 
Equations (2.46) and (2.47) were successful in representing the reduction 
characteristics of widely differing iron ores and of particle size a thousandfold in 
diameter. They are recommended for design work on direct reduction systems. 
[ Themelis,1963 ]. 
2.5. Hypothesis 
The flow of fluids in a uniformly packed bed reactor is normally a plug flow 
pattern.(Section 2.3). The deviation of flow pattern in the actual reactor from 
the ideal condition can be caused by dispersion of fluid, channeling of fluid, or 
geometric factor of the packed bed 
By using dynamic similarity and geometric similarity criteria, flow pattern of 
fluids in the reactor model can be evaluated, and in particular the intensity of 
dispersion as a function of Reynolds Number. ( Section 2.32 ) 
Effect of particle size, shape of pellet and geometric factor in the flow pattern of 
fluids in the reactor can influence channeling or intensity of dispersion. 
The maldistribution of flow in the reactor can give different quality of the 
sponge iron, at the same height in the reactor, as well as at different heights of the 
reactor, and the same is true for different shape stock levels ( top surface). 
The uniformity of packing material, will give better permeability. Spherical 
shape of pellet is an advantage. Also the higher pellet size will give better 
permeability than the smaller pellet. ( Equation 2. a ) 
Pellets used as packing material is an important factor for the reduction process. 
( Section 2.4 ) 
Smaller size is best for reduction ( Equation 2.46) and ( Equation 2.47), but is 
worst for pressure drop (Equation 2.7), so a compromise is an optimum. 
Size distribution of pellets normally used is 6.3 mm until 16 mm. In die Hyl I 
fixed bed reactor 9.5 mm -16 mm : 60 % minimum is specified ( Hylsa, 1980) 
Considering the above factors it is expected that behaviour of Hyl I reactor is far 
from ideal and that its operation is dominated by flow maldistribution. 
I I I . E X P E R I M E N T A L . 
3.1. WATER REACTOR MODEL. 
3.1.1. Design criteria 
The Hyl I water reactor model design was based on dynamic similarity 
(Reynolds Similarity) and geometric similarity. ( See section 2.3.3.) 
The Reynolds Number of the Hyl I reactor is calculated according to 
equation ( 2 -1) : 
P dp uo 
>iRc = (2-1) 
Where: N^^ - Reynolds Number 
p - Gas density = 0.722 k^m^ 
dp - Particle diameter = 0.01 m 
Uq - Gas velocity = 1.057 m/sec 
fi - Gas viscosity = 2. 10"̂  kg/m-sec 
(0.722) (0.01 ) ( 1.057) 
N Rr 
2.10-^ 
= 381.58 
Nrc actual = Nj^ model 
Nr^ model = 381.58 
For the practical reasons and restriction of services available, the reactor 
model size chosen was 10% of actual HYL I reactor size. 
L r = C (2.33) 
L m 
dr = C (2.34) 
dm 
The model size was 10 % of actual reactor (C =10) 
Lr - Length of reactor HYLI (10.5 m) 
Lm- Length of reactor model (1.0 m) 
dr - Diameter of reactor HYL I (5.3 m) 
dm - Diameter of reactor model (0.5 m) 
The selecting of fluid used considered the application of similarity criteria and 
practical reasons in order to get good result. 
Also tracer curves method of fluid experiment can give much more information 
than just transit times for the flowing fluid, especially in the Hyl I experiment. 
The selection of fluid and tracer injection in the study of flow pattern of fluids 
during contact in the packed bed reactor should have no reaction with each 
other. For example, Standish and Bull [1981] used water and KC 1 solution in 
their experiment for this reason. 
If water is used as fluid in the reactor model for substitute of reformed gas in the 
actual reactor, safety consideration can be released and better observation can be 
achieved 
In this study, according to dynamic similarity principle, the fluid flow of water 
reactor model can be calculated by equation ( 2-la) : 
Nr^ model = p dp u (2.1a.) 
Nrc model = N^c actual = 381.58 
p = water density (K^m^) = 1000 kg/m^ 
dp = particle diameter (m) = 0.0063 m 
u = water velocity ( m/sec) 
\i = water viscosity (0.001 k^m. Sec.) 
381.58 = (1000) (0.0063).u 
(0.001) 
u = 0.0606 m/sec 
The flow rate of water in the reactor model (Q) can be calculated according to 
equation (2.8), if diameter of reactor model = 0.5 m : 
Q = u A (2.8) 
Q - Flow rate of water in the rcactor modd (m^ / see) 
u - Water vclodty (m/scc) = 0.0606 m/scc. 
A - Cross scctional area of rcactor modd (m^ ) 
Q = (0.0606) (7I:/4) (0.5)^ 
= 0.01189 mV sec. 
= 42.81 mVhour. 
The fluid flow rate used in this study were 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 m^ / hour as 
required 
3.1.2. Construction of the reactor model 
The reactor is made from carbon steel and welded as required. 
( 
The fluid inlet was at the top and two fluid oudets were in the bottom of the 
reactor. The position of the fluid inlet was at an angle 90°. 
It was completed by three pressure gauges ( range : 0 - 5 Kg/cm^ in the inlet 
and oudets ), and a water flow meter ( range 0 -150 m / hour). 
(See line diagram in Figure 3.1, packing arrangement in Figure 3.1.a and a 
i' 
photograph of the set up in Figure 3.2) 
3.1.3. KMn04 tracer injection system. 
The tracer injection system consisted of : 
- KMn04 reservoir. 
- The inert gas (Nitrogen) bottle (50 kg weight ; Pressure :150 kg/cm^) was 
provided with pressure regulator. 
- Globe valve, 12.7 mm.: 2 units 
-Rubber pipe, 12.7mm: 5m. 
- Stop watch. 
Regulator 
Figure 3.1. HYL I Reactor Water Model 
0.24 m 
L m = 1.0 m 
^ Thickness = 2 mm 
dm = 0.5 m 
Figlile 3.1. a. Packing of the reactor model. 
Figure 3.2. Photograph of the set up in the reactor model. 
3.1.4. Detectors, 
The detectors used were copper-zinc (galvanized wire) electrodes that acted as 
electrochemical cell and potential difference was generated across each cell. 
Changing concentration across the cell by injection of KMn04 solution 
affected this potential difference, which was amplified and recorded by 
computer. 
The total number of electrodes used was 16, numbered fi'om 1 to 16, and 
were positioned at the i^per part (in front of inlet of the water flow ) , the 
middle part and the bottom of the reactor, as detailed in Table 3.1 and 
Figure 3.3. 
TABLE 3.1 PROBE ABJRJVNGEMENT 
POSITION.: PROBE No. 
I. UPPER PART 
n. MIDDLE PART 
m . BOITOM PART 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 
15,16 
Upper 
Middle 
14 
10- V'll 
12 
•--.13 
6--V" 3 ""2 4 
I 
Bottom 
15 16 
Figure 3.3. The detectors position in the reactor model 
3.1.5. Recording system. 
The recording system consisted of: Acer computer and Epson printer. 
The computer was used to relay the signals from the electrodes and was able 
to relay the 16 signal at the same time. 
The software used was the property of University of Wollongong. 
The computer was completed with push button, placed in the terminal on the 
reactor model. The signals' relay was in volt vs. time (second) curve. An 
example of the curve is shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. A sample of an original response trace. 
3.1.6. Packing. 
It is usually assumed the packed bed is uniform, but actually in practice this is 
seldom true, the flow pattern of fluid through a packed, bed depends on 
permeability of packing, geometric factor and shape factor of the pellet So all 
of the nonuniformity should be considered, e. g. equation (2.7.) 
The actual reactor HYL I in PT. Krakatau Steel uses mixture of pellets with 
various diameters from 5.6 mm until 16 mm as packing materials. Therefore to 
get the similar condition, in this study 3 mixtures were used: 
1. Mixture 01 ( uniform pellet) : average pellet diameter 6.3 mm. 
2. Mixture 02: average pellet diameter 7.85 mm 
3. Mxture 03: average pellet diameter 9.0 mm. 
The actual size distribution of these mixtures is shown in Figure 3.5. 
A Mixture 1 
Q MixtuK 3 
i Nixtur« 2 
i I f ll i I'z " ii l'4 li l ' 
DiAicm pnin (••) 
Figure 3.5. Size distribution of experimental pellets. 
The pellet profiles used in the reactor model were similar to actual profile of 
pellet surface in the reactor HYL I; i.e. concave and convex type. 
The packed bed consisted of pellets contained in a wire mesh with opening 3 
mm, and gangue particles in the bottom of the reactor model acting as fill. The 
reason for the wiremesh was to hold the pellets together in the chosen geometric 
arrangement during the main runs since without the mesh preliminary 
experiments showed significant movement. ( See Figure 3.1.a.) 
3.2. MATERIALS. 
- Iron ore pellets with range of diameters 5 . 6 - 1 6 mm.( See Figure 3.5 ) 
- Water flow ft-om the industrial water reservoir in the plant 
- Inert gas (Nitrogen) fi-om the industrial gas plant in PT Krakatau Steel. 
- KMn04 solution 0.2Mol/l fi-om the Central Laboratories PT KS. 
3.3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD. 
There were two kinds of experiments involved: 
A . Model reactor. 
B. Full size Hyl I reactor. 
A. The variable used in the model study were : 
1). Fluid flow rate (Q), 
2). Pellet distribution in the packed bed, 
3). Profile of pellet surface, 
B. Basket tests and material flow tests, as well as pressure and temperature 
monitoring in the Hyl I reactor were carried under industrial conditions, in 
order to compare the results fi-om the reactor model with the real condition. 
In the model study the basic idea of choosing the above variables is to 
know what really happens with the gas flow pattern in the Hyl I reactor of 
PT Krakatau Steel, and make some adjustment in order to make 
I 
improvement in the process parameter control. 
The experimental procedure was as follows: 
3.3.1. Preparation 
3.3.1.1. Measuring pellet density and bed porosity 
1. Prepare 5 ~ 10 samples of pellets for each diameter 5.6 mm, 6.3 mm, 10 
mm, 12.5 mm and 16 mm. 
2. Weigh each pellet sample. 
3. Fill water into the glass, measure initial volume, put a sample pellet into the 
glass and measure volume of glass. Difference of the volumes of glass is 
volume of a sample. 
4. Calculate particle density of pellet by using equation (2.17). 
5. Repeat procedure 2 until 4 for other samples of pellets. 
6. Prepare 5 liters of sample for each diameter of pellet 5.6 mm, 6.3 mm, 10 
mm, 12.5 mm and 6 mm. 
/.Weigh each sample of pellet Calculate bulk density of pellet. 
S.Repeat procedure 6 and 7 for each sample. 
9. Calculate the porosity of packed bed for each pellet diameter by equation 
(2.18). 
3.3.1.2. Laboratory equipment 
1. Fill reactor model with the mixture of pellets until 200 mm; choose the 
pellet surface as concave or convex type. Place a wire mesh on the surface. 
2. Fill with water until full. Be careful to maintain the surface profile of 
pellets in the reactor model so no change results. Close cover of reactor model. 
3. Prepare KMn04 0.2 M solution and fill the injection bottle. 
4. Calibrate all measurements (flow meter, KMn04 injection). 
5. Install laboratory equipment. (See. Figure 3.1.) 
3.3.2. Experiment: 
1. Open inlet water valve to reactor model 
2. Adjust water flow rate in the steady condition : 20, 30, 40, 50 or 60 m^ 
per hour as required 
3. OpenN2 valve and fill the injection bottle. 
• • • 2 Adjust the pressure in the injection tube ( 4 - 5 kg/cm ). 
Maintain the pressure in injection tube higher than the operating pressure in 
the reactor model. 
4. Set the computer program for the recording purpose and identify the test 
5. Inject 250 ml of the tracer KMnO^ 0,2 M solution in the reactor model, 
and at the same time press the computer push button to start the data 
recording. 
6. After the curves reach constantcy, stop the trial by pressing computer 
push button. Normally the time required was 1 - 2 minutes. 
7. Drain out the water fi-om the reactor by continuous flow of water, 
until no trace of KMn04 solution remiains in the packed bed 
8. Repeat procedure 2 until 7 for each flow rate, pellet surface and 
each mixture condition. 
3.3.3. Full scale test in the Hyl I reactor. 
Existence of non-ideal flow in the actual Hyl I reactors PT Krakatau Steel, was 
measured by using basket test and lump ore stimulus in the reactors. The latter 
was also useful to know material flow pattern . 
The basic idea for this study in the industrial scale is to optimize operating 
process control in Hyl I reactors. 
3.3.3.1. Basket test 
Preparation: 
1. Fill pellets with average diameter 10 mm - 12.5 mm into the stainless steel 
baskets: 2 - 2.5 kg/unit Prepare 12 baskets of pellet samples for each reactor 
test Identify each basket by using a stainless steel tag (20 x 40 mm), for 
example: L 111-1 means sample no. 1 of level 1 (bottom reactor). 
2. Close the basket and send to the top of Hyl I reactors. 
Experiment: 
1. Put the four basket samples in the same level, but diflferent position, into 
the Hyl I reactor during the charging of 50 tons of pellets (Level 1- bottom 
position) 
2. Put the second four basket samples into the Hyl I reactor after 200 tons pellet 
charging (level 2 - middle position ). 
3. Put the last four basket samples into the Hyl I reactor after 300 tons pellets 
charging (level 3 - top position). 
4. Record all basket sample position and reduction number of Hyl I reactor, the 
data process parameters and check mode of operation of this reactor. 
If Hyl I reactor operation is with rotary charging chute, it is normal operation 
(concave type of pellet surface). If operation is without rotary charging chute, it 
is abnormal operation (convex type of pellet surface). 
5. Repeat procedure 1 until 4 for each operating condition. 
The position of all basket samples is shown in Figure 3.5. 
outlet ' 2 
outlet 
inlet 
pellets 
outlet 
inlet 
gangue 
Layer 3 ( 300 ton pellets ) Top 
Layer 2 ( 200 ton pellets ) -> Middle 
Layer 1 ( 50 ton pellets)->Bottom 
outlet 
Figure 3.6. The position of the basket samples in the HYL I reactor. 
3.3.3.2. Materials flow test 
Preparation : 
1. Prepare lump ore with range diameter 5 - 1 8 mm into the hopper bin: 
60 -120 tons. 
2. Prepare pellets with average diameter 10 mm - 12.5 mm into the other bins 
: 300 -350 tons. 
Experiment: 
1. Charge pellet into the Hyl I reactor until 40 % full ( 120 - 125 tons of 
pellets ) by using rotary charging chute. 
2. Charge lump ore in the middle position until a layer height of 20 % has been 
formed ( 60 tons), and then charge pellets(120 tons) by using rotary charging 
chute, 
3. Close the top of Hyl I reactors and start reduction. 
4. Record ail process parameter : pressure , temperature , cycles time and quality 
of gas and materials. 
5. After the finish of reduction , take materials samples ( lump ore and sponge 
iron ) every 3 minutes during the discharging step until the end of discharge. 
6. Weigh and analyze each lump ore discharge sample in the laboratory. 
7. Repeat procedure 1 until 6 for recheck the result. 
8. Charge pellets into the Hyl I reactor until 80 % M ( 240 tons ). 
9. Charge lump ore ( 60 tons ) until 100 % full. 
10.Repeat procedure 3 until 6. 
IV. RESULTS 
4.1. RESPONSE CURVES 
The response curves, expressed as voltage vs. time, are shown in Figure 4.1. 
The response curves in Figure 4.1. are typical example. The other response 
curves, 960 in total, are stored on the computer disk and are available on request 
from PT Krakatau Steel, Cilegon. 
• ItMM O t̂ 
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Figure 4.1.Examples of typical response curves as voltage vs. time. 
4.2 REPRODUCIBILnY 
Reproducibility of this work was tested by running duplicate tests for the same 
trial operating conditions. The results are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. 
Table 4.1 Dispersion of fluid in the packed bed Concave surface type. 
Q =60 m^/hour; Average dp = 6.3 mm 
No. Channel RUN 1 RUN 2 (reprodtest) 
X Y D/uL X Y D/uL 
1. 35 28 0.200 25 24 0.140 
2. 42 25 0.360 35 24 0.270 
3. 40 29 0.240 37 25 0.270 
4. 34 29 0.170 37 24 0.300 
5. 35 28 0.190 37 29 0.200 
6. 26 28 0.110 37 25 0.270 
7. 34 26 0.220 37 24 0.290 
8. 33 27 0.190 32 24 0.220 
9. 38 27 0.250 28 27 0.240 
10. 23 23 0.130 23 23 0.130 
11. 4 4 0.130 5 5 0.130 
12. 36 30 0.180 32 19 0.350 
13. 8 6 0.220 10 7 0.260 
14. 30 30 0.140 17 18 0.110 
15. 9 6 0.280 18 16 0.150 
16. 10 8 0.200 15 12 0.130 
( D / u L ) l = S D / u L = 3.210 ( D / u L ) 2 = 3.463 
16 16 16 
= 0.201 = 0.216 
Table 4.2 Dispersion of fluid in the packed bed 
Convex surface type. Q = 60 m^^hour; average dp = 6.3 mm 
No. Channel RUN 1 RUN 2 (reprodtest) 
X Y D/uL X Y D/uL 
1. 5 7 0.063 7 10 0.061 2. 5 7 0.063 5 8 0.050 3. 8 7 0.160 8 7 0.160 4. 4 2 0.500 7 4 0.380 5. 1 2 0.031 3 4 0.070 6. 3 8 0.018 4 11 0.016 7. 7 10 0.061 9 12 0.070 8. 8 4 0.500 11 7 0.310 9. 2 2 0.130 4 5 0.080 10. 14 9 0.300 17 10 0.361 11. 13 9 0.260 14 10 0.245 12. 11 11 0.130 15 11 0.232 13. 2 11 0.004 3 12 0.006 14. 16 10 0.320 17 11 0.300 15. 12 10 0.180 10 8 0.195 
16. 15 12 0.190 10 9 0.150 
(D/uL ) 1 = Z D / u L = 3.116 
16 16 
= 0.195 
( D / u L ) 2 = 3.412 
16 
= 0.213 
According to the results in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2,it is dear that although some 
point values are different the mean value's reproducibility is good The difference, 
which is in the range 6.94 - 8.45 %, is considered very good for this type of 
experiments. 
4.3. DISCUSSION. 
4.3.1. FLOW BEHAVIOUR IN THE REACTOR MODEL 
According to the results of laboratory study on Hyl I reactor model, the typical 
responses of the tracer were flat peak curves and sharp peak curves preceded by 
a short delay and followed by an exponential type of decay of the tracer ( See 
Figure 4.1 ) . The short delay from injection to first detection of the tracer by 
the electrode is the travelling time from the point of injection to the measuring 
point. These times , together with the kno\yn location of the electrodes (Figure 
3.3), can be used to determine the flow path ( geometry ), as well as local 
velocities of the fluid from entry to the ouriet 
The shape of the curves, on the other hand, can be used to evaluate the flow 
pattern ( dispersion ) of the fluid as it moves from the inlet to the outiet. 
Both these parameters are useful in understanding the reduction phenomena 
inside the reactor. 
4.3.1.1. FLOW PATH (GEOMETRY) 
The flow path obtained at various flow rates of the fluid did not appear to 
change significantiy. The flow path at all flow rates is adequately represented in 
Figure 4.2 from which it may be seen that the flow path took a sinusoidal 
geometry. 
In other words, there was a preferential curved path from inlet to the opposite 
wall, then towards electrode number 1 and finally out the exit pipes (electrodes 
15 and 16). It should be noted that dosing off one or the other bottom exits did 
not notably affect the principal flow geometry above the packing support, i.e. 
all of the change was essentially contained within the gangue volume. 
Surprisingly, the pellet top surface shape, i.e. whether convex or concave 
surfaces, did not detectably affect the flow path shown in Figure 4.2. However, 
there was some difference in local velocities between the two operating 
conditions. 
The local velocities were higher near the wall ( u = 0.28 m/ sec) than in the 
center for convex top surface shape( u = 0.21 m/sec )and the other way around 
for the concave shape. 
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Figure 4.2. The geometric flow pattern of fluid in the reactor model. 
The flow path could also be judged from the distribution of travelling times and 
the height of the response curves. The travelling times are the first segment of the 
curves shown in Figure 4.1, i.e. the time from zero to the very sharp rise. 
The height of a curve is the maximum response ( volts) of the curves depicted in 
Figure 4.1. The higher is this value the more concentrated is the K Mn04 tracer, 
or in other words, there has been little intermixing of the tracer from the inlet to 
the electrode involved 
Figure 4.3 shows an example of the heights of response curves for convex 
and concave pellet surfaces. In both cases there is a low-high response 
pattem,coniirming the variability of the flow path, referred to earlier in this 
section. 
However, there is a significant difference between the two types of surface 
contours.Tl^ concave type is on average at a higher level compared with convex 
type and also it is more even. By inspection of Figure 4.3, there is less 
intermixing in the convex case as is evident from a higher response heights at the 
exit ( electrodes 15 and 16 ) than in the middle and the top. 
This is opposite for the concave case. The travelling times ( Figure 4.4.) also 
show a more even , and overall lower, distribution for concave than convex case. 
Of course, in each case electrode number 13 shows zero travelling time because 
it is located at the inlet. For the same reason electrode 13 should also give the 
highest response height ( Figure 4.3.) and this is true for the convex case, but 
not quite for the concave type. 
Apart from normal measurement errors an explanation for this result may also 
include a consideration that the main body of the fluid/ tracer takes a slighdy 
different path, i.e. not exacdy direct, at electrode 13 compared with the convex 
case. This could be possible if the distribution of permeabilities and therefore of 
local back pressures are different, so the result of a somewhat lower tracer curve 
height at electrode 13, would really be not unexpected. 
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Figure 4.3. Height of the response curves in the reactor model. 
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Figure 4.4. Travelling times obtained from response curves in the reactor model. 
In Figure 4.5 , are shown relationships between permeabilities vs. Reynolds 
number for the two surfaces used Permeability value depends on the flow rate of 
fluid and for the turbulent flow can be calculated according to equation (2.10). 
I 
It is clearly evident that the concave surface shows higher measured permeabilities 
with increasing flow rate whereas the convex surface does not affect the 
permeability/ flow rate relationship and the permeability is essentially constant. 
4.3.1.2. INTENSITY OF DISPERSION 
Intensities of dispersion, DG/udp, calculated from vessel dispersion values , 
D / uL , according to equation (2.32) are shown in Table 4.3 and in Figure 
4.6 and Figure 4.7, as a function of Reynolds Number for convex and 
concave surfaces, respectively. A sample calculation of DG/ u dp of the actual 
data is given in Appendix. 
There are three general conclusions that can be made from these results : 
1. The experimental intensity of dispersion values parallel theory (Figure 2.4.) 
2. The intensity of dispersion values are higher than theoretical values in 
Figure 2.4. 
3. Contrary to the theory, the intensity of dispersion is a function of particle 
size. 
The results of 1 and 2 above are not unexpected in the light of previous findings 
that when the entry into the packed bed is not axisymmetric tiien the values of 
intensity of dispersion are displaced above those of axisymmetric entry. 
[Standish and Uebel, 1975] In fact non-axisymmetric entry, i.e. side entry in 
packed beds seems to affect other phenomena as well, for example flooding 
velocity .[Standish and Colquhoun, 1975" 
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Figure 4.5 . Permeability vs. Reynolds Number in the reactor model 
Table 4.3. Intensity of dispersion (Ds/ u dp) in the concave and convex surface 
of reactor model, for 382. 
No. Avg.Pellet Diameter 
( mm ) 
De/ u dp 
( theory) 
De/ u dp 
( concave ) 
De/ u dp 
( convex ) 
1. 6.30 0.82 2.61 2.64 
2. 7.85 0.82 1.63 2.31 
3. 9.00 0.82 1.43 2.02 
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Figure 4.6.The intensity of dispersion of fluid in the convex surface of reactor 
model vs. Nj^. 
As regards point 3 that the intensity of dispersion appears to be a function of 
particle size ( Table 4.3 ) when theoretically it should have no effect, is 
unexpectedHowever, by analogy of equation( 2.32) from which the intensity 
of dispersion is calculated, and that of the pressure drop, namely the Ergun type 
equation ( equation 2.7), fnction factor is a function of Reynolds Number and 
also of particle shape.In fact, both friction factor and intensity of dispersion, 
characterize similar phenomena, at least as far as mixedness is concerned The 
different size of pellets have different shape ( see Appendix) and this may explain 
the particle size dependency. Something similar has been reported previously by 
Standish and Collins [ 1983], in which the unexpected effect of different size of 
spherical- like particles were explained by the differences in the shape of the 
different size spherical particles. 
It is interesting to note that the disparity between the theoiy and the 
experiment, is least for the largest size pellets and essentially bigger for to the 
smaller pellets. 
It is also interesdng to note that in Figures 4.6 and 4,7 there appear to be 
differences bet\veen the convex and the concave surfaces effect on the intensit)^ of 
dispersion, vvliich may be perhaps better seen in tlie plots of D / uL vs Reynolds 
Number in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. The differences, which are not thought to be 
error, are difficult to interpret, but one possible reason may be locally, directional 
size segi'egation of pellets. Unfortunately because of experimental difficulties this 
could not be checked. 
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Figure 4.7. The intensit\^ dispersion of fluid in the concave surface of reactor 
model vs. 
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Figure 4.8. The vessel dispersion number of fluid( D / uL ) in the convex 
surface of reactor model vs. Nr^ . 
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Figure 4.9. The vessel dispersion number of fluid ( D /uL) in the concave 
surface of reactor model vs. N j ^ . 
4.3.2. PRESSURE DROP 
Expected pressure drop for the water model has been calculated according to 
Equation (2.7.). 
The results are shown in Figure 4.10 as a function of Reynolds Number for the 
three different pellet sizes employed It is obvious from Figure 4.10 that the 
pressure drop is lowest for the largest size pellet ( 9.0 mm ) and is highest and 
steepest for the smallest size pellet ( 6.3 mm ). However, if the pressure drop 
data are compared with actual experimental measurement in Figure 4 .11 , the 
1 
results show identical trend to that in Figure 4.10 , but the absolute values are 
different 
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Figure 4.10. Pressure drop vs. Reynolds Number in the reactor model based on 
equation (2.7) calculation. 
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Figure 4.11. Pressure drop v. Reynolds Number in the reactor model based on 
direct measurement by manometer. 
Figure 4.11 shows that the pressure drop for the largest size pellet ( 9.0 mm),for 
example, gives the lowest value for the same Reynolds Numbers and this is a 
similar tendency with Figure 4.10, but the absolute values are higher compared 
with the calculated results. The reason for this case is because of limitation of 
the sensitivity of the pressure gauges in the laboratory model, and probably local 
size segregation of pellet and ununiformity of pellets can increase pressure drops 
value. 
4.3.3. Application of the mode! results to the Hyl I reactor 
The results of the water model study of the Hyl I reactor clearly indicate a non 
ideal flow pattern of the fluid, which may be expected to be the case in the actual 
industrial reactor also. Unfortunately, it is not possible to confirm the model 
study results in the industrial reactor directly using the residence time 
distribution (RTD ) technique, because of the acute experimental difficulty of 
doing this under industrial conditions. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to resort to some indirect tests, which together with an 
analysis of the relevant operating data, can provide confirmation of the water 
model findings. The basket test of metallization at different locations in the 
reactor and the lump ore tests provide the indirect test referred to above, while 
for the data analysis, that of operating pressures and temperatures during the 
actual reduction is relevant and appropriate. 
4.3.3.1, The basket test results 
The basket test check of non-ideal flow pattern of fluid in the actual Hyl I 
reactor FT Krakatau Steel was done according to predetermined test timetable 
and during normal operating condition in the industrial production. In this 
study the charged amount of pellets into the reactor was 300 tons for both 
surfaces ( concave and convex) with the test method being in accordance with 
Section 3.3.3. The results of the basket tests are shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figiu'c 4.12. The basket test of pellet in the actual Hyl I reactor. 
In Figure 4.12 is shown the metallization degree of pellets in the each level of 
basket test samples. ( See Figure 3.6 for details). 
Degree of metallization of DRI in the concave sui'face of actual Hyl I reactor 
g-ave homogeneous value in each level. 
The deviation in the bottom level (average metallization=91.26 %) compared 
with top level (average metallization=98.10 %)is small for tliis process (6.92 %). 
This means the flow pattern in the conca\^e siu'face of actual Hyl I reactor has 
same tendency compared with the water model. 
On the otlier liaiid, deviation of reduction percent in the bottom level, middle 
level and top level for the con vex sLU'face of actual Hyl I reactor is higher th.an for 
the concave surface. 
Metallization of DRI samples in the bottom level (average 66.42 %) gave high 
deviation (31.95 %) compared with top level (average metallization= 97.60 %), 
but in the top level all positions produced a homogeneous value. 
The deviation of metallization percent in each sample in the bottom ( 3 - 26 % ) 
and in the middle ( 4 - 15 % ), clearly indicates the flow pattern of fluid in the 
convex surface of actual Hyl I reactor gave different response comp^ed with the 
concave surface and this is supported by the finding that the flow pattern in the 
reactor model was different for both cases. The geometric structure of the pellets 
in the packed bed can give some restriction to fluid , also probably channeling in 
the convex surface can make a higher difference in metallization degree, because 
of unhomogeneous contact time and flow of reducing gas with pellets in the Hyl 
I reactor. 
4.3.3.2. Pressures 
The reduction of pellets in the actual Hyl I reactor consists of two steps : 
Secondary and Primary step. Each step needs 3 hours cycle time. The operating 
pressures of reactor and their differences recorded in the basket test runs are 
shown in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4. Operating pressure data in the Hyl I reactor. 
No. Reduction Surface Secondary ( K N/m^) Primary ( K N/m^) 
Pin p •'out AP P in Pout A P 
1. 05216 concave 235 215 20 333 313 20 
2. 07216 convex 235 210 25 333 309 24 
As the results in Table 4.4 indicate the pressure drop in the actual Hyl I reactor 
during reduction of pellets is bigger in the convex surface case (24- 25KN./m^) 
compared with the concave surface ( 20 KN./m ). It seems clear that in the 
industrial Hyl I reactor the effect of the pellet top surface shape i.e. convex or 
concave surface can be detected as the difference of 4 - 5 KPa is dearly sufRcient 
for the purpose. 
However, the effect could not be detected in the reactor model because of the 
limitation of the sensitivity of the pressure gauges ( Sections 3.1.1. and 4.3.2.), 
and more importantly, because of small difference in the value of pressure drop 
for both surfaces in the model. 
The observation that the convex surface gives higher pressure drop is a 
geometric effect of the pellet top surface shape increasing restriction to fluid 
flow in the bed compared with the concave surface. In this case as a result of the 
system tendency towards a lower energy state, channeling tendency of fluid flow 
will be higher . The basket test results, in. which the difference in metallization in 
the bottom level to top level for the convex surface is higher than in the concave 
surface (see Figure 4.12 ), can be readily explained by channeling and this 
therefore constitutes an indirect proof of flow maldistribution measured in the 
water model. 
4.3.3.3. Materials flow pattern. 
The data of materials discharge time vs. quality taken by periodical samples of 
lump ore as tracer during materials discharging from actual Hyl I reactors 
(Section 3.3.3.2), given in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, show that the 
metallization quality of lump ore samples in the middle level is different. 
Figure 4.13 shows concentration of lump ore as a function of discharge. The 
bimodal response is a proof that the Hyl I reactor is a funnel flow type of vessel. 
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Figure 4.13. Discharge time vs. Weight fraction of material. 
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Figure 4.15 Material discharge time vs. Quality of lump ore. 
(lump ore in the top position ) 
This is dear if Figure 4.13 is compared with Figure 2.6 b. Thus, t±ie first signal is 
the lump ore in the central part of the reactor and the second signal is the lump 
ore in the outer annulus. 
The result of chemical analysis of the relevant lump ore samples, namely samples 
representing the mean time range in Figure 4.13 are shown in Figure 4.14. 
It is clear from Figure 4.14 that the metallization of the central lump ore is quite 
lower (5.74 %) than that of the outer annulus. This, therefore, is an indirect 
evidence of the flow maldistribution observed in the model study ( Section 4.3 ). 
It should be noted that the results in Figure 4.14 compare the conditions in the 
central part and the outer part ,whilst the results in Figure 4.12 compare different 
outer point conditions, for the same level in the reactor. 
The metallization results of the materials flow test when the lump ore ( 60 tons ) 
was at the uppermost level are shown in Figure 4.15, from which it is evident 
that metallization is for all practical purposes the same over the upper cross 
section. 
In this respect the results in Figure 4.15 are identical with those of the top 
position in Figure 4.12 for both types of surfaces ( convex and concave). 
One possible interpretation of these results is that there is no flow 
maldistribution in the upper level of the reactor. However, this is not borne out 
by the model results in Figures 4.2 - 4.4, which show maldistribution 
throughout. Of course, it may be argued that a 1 : 10 scale water model at 
ambient temperature is not quite the same as the full size industrial reactor at 
1000 ° C inlet temperature, and that this would adequately explain the 
diflference. If this is accepted then it must follow that all the other results of the 
water model are incorrect also. 
The answer to this dilemma is actually given by Figure 4.12 and the theory in 
Section 2.4. Thus, Figure 4.12 shows that metallization in the top position is not 
influenced by either the type of surface or the location of the basket in the 
reactor. 
Furthermore, the degree of metallization there is the highest of all, and almost 
constant, as if this is the maximum possible value that can be reached 
Theory shows that this is in fact the most likely explanation, i.e. that at the high 
temperatures and with the strongest reduction potential of the gas there the 
maximum has been reached, and that for smaller pellets it would have been 
reached already very early in the cycle and no further stay there would make any 
difference. 
Therefore, it is considered that the apparent anomaly now completely 
explainable by the reduction theory ( Section 2.4 ), all of the fiill scale test results 
are seen to be predictable from the water model of the reactor. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the present study have shown that : 
\ 
1. As an overall picture the flow patterns of fluid through a reactor model have 
similar result compared with flow pattern of fluid through a packed bed The 
intensity of dispersion decreases, if the Reynolds number increases, and becomes 
constant in the range of Reynolds numbers more than 1000. 
However, the intensity of dispersion of the reactor model for the convex surface 
and concave surface is diflferent and depends on the average pellet diameter, and 
is least for the 6.3 mm case because of its greater uniformity than the other 
mixtures. (Table 4.3) 
2. The distribution of residence times of the fluid in the model reactor indicated 
non uniformity from the inlet to the outlet, attributed to the side entry 
arrangement. The extent of the flow maldistrbution was dependent on the top 
surface geometry. 
3. The full scale study involving basket tests and materials flow tests, using 
60 tons of lump ore as a tracer, confirmed the findings of the model study that 
the HYLI reactor performance is dominated by flow maldistribution. 
Measurements of pressures and temperatures also confirm this conclusion 
and stress the diflference between concave and convex charging methods. 
The quality of the sponge iron delivered to the steel making plants is fijrther 
variable because of the fimnel flow eflfect 
4. Based on the model reactor and ftil scale test results, it is concluded that the 
HYL I reactors should always be charged with rotary chute to obtain the concave 
top surface using pellets mixture average diameter of 9.0 mm to obtain better 
uniformity. 
5. Further improvement of product quality may be obtained by the better 
method of charging materials into the reactor by using pellets, or mixture of 
pellets and lump ore, in such a way that biggest material diameters are put in the 
top position in order to get more uniformity of sponge iron metallization. 
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Appendix 
APPENDIX 
Material Data specification: 
Table A .1. Size distribution of pellet mixture 
No. Mixture pellet diameter 
( 0.001 m. ) 
Weight ( % ) Cumulative weight ( % ) 
I 5.6 5.00 5.00 
6.3 95.00 100.00 
n 5.6 3.60 3.60 
6.3 56.40 60.00 
10.0 6.40 66.40 
12.5 23.20 89.60 
16.0 10.40 100.00 
m 5.6 2.44 2.44 
6.3 36.83 39.27 
10.0 9.86 49.13 
12.5 35.87 85.00. 
16.0 15.00 100.00 
Table A-2. Pellet density and bed porosity 
No. Pellet diameter 
( 0.001 m) 
Particle density 
(K kg/m3) 
Bulk density 
(Kkg/m3) 
Bed Porosity 
(%) 
1. 5.60 3.22 2.42 25 
2. 6.30 3.66 2.39 35 
3. 7.85 3.89 2.38 39 
4. 9.00 4.01 2.36 41 
5. 10.00 4.03 2.35 42 
6. 12.50 4.26 2.32 45 
7. 16.00 4.39 2.20 50 
TABLE A.3. PRESSURE DROP IN THE REACTOR MODEL 
A. dp = Ó.30 mm ; v|/ = 0.90 ; € =0.35 
No. Q (M'/H) NK, fp AP (KN/M )̂ K 
1. 20 180 2.30 0.99 0.29 
2. 30 270 2.12 2.04 0.43 
3. 40 360 2.02 3.46 0.54 
4. 43 362 2.00 3.98 0.62 
5. 50 450 1.97 5.27 0.72 
6. 60 540 1.93 7.38 0.86 
B. dp = 7.85 mm ; T =0.90 ; € = 0.39 
No. Q (M'/H) Nk, fp AP (KN/M )̂ K 
1. 20 220 2.16 0.50 0.21 
2. 30 330 2.03 1.06 0.32 
3. 34 382 1.99 1.33 0.36 
4. 40 440 1.96 1.82 0.42 
5. 50 550 1.92 2.79 0.53 
6. 60 670 1.89 3.92 0.63 
C. dp = 9.00 mm ; m; =0.90 ; g=0 .41 
No. Q (M'/H) Nk. fp AP (KN/M )̂ K 
1. 20 260 2.10 0.35 0.18 
2. 30 384 2.98 0.75 0.27 
3. 40 510 1.92 1.30 0.36 
4. 50 640 1.89 1.99 0.45 
5. 60 760 1.87 2.80 0.54 
6. 70 895 1.85 3.82 0.63 
1. An example calculation of average diameter of pellet mixture : 
Based on equation 2.23 : dp = 
Z Xi/dpi 
dp = [ 
0.05/0.0056 + 0.95/0.0063 
6.26 . 10 m. 
= 6.3 mm 
2. Calculate packed bed porosity ( 8 ) 
PB = P P ( 1 - 6 ) ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
If pellet diameter ( dp) = 6.30 .10 m ; 
PB =2.39.10^ kg/ m^ and pp = 3.66.10^ Kg/m^ ; 
2.39.10^ = 3.66.10 1 - 8 ) 
6 = 0.35 
3. Calculate the intensity of dispersion ( D s / u dp ) 
D / u L = ( D e / u d p ) ( d p / L ) ( l / e ) . . . . ( 2.32) 
D s / u d p = ( D/uL) (L/dp) ( s ) 
If Pellet diameter ( dp ) = 6.30 .10 m ; Porosity ( s ) = 0.35 
Vessel dispersion number ( D/uL) for concave surface and flow rate : 
60 m3/hour 
according to Table 4.1 : D/uL = 0.201. Height of packed bed ( L ) = 0.20 m. 
D 6 / u dp actual = ( 0.201 ) ( 0.20/0.00630 ) ( 0.35 ) 
= 2.23 
4.Calculate pressure drop in the reactor model 
According to equation ( 2.3) : fp = 150 ( 1 - e ) / N + 1.75 
If N = 382 and average diameter of pellet ( dp ) — 6.30 . 10 m ; 
Flow rate ( Q ) = 43 m ^ h and Surface area ( A ) = 0.1963 m^ ; 
BedPorocity ( e ) = 0.35 ; Shape factor ( ^ ) = 0.90 ; 
Geometric factor (O) - I ; Height of packed bed ( L ) = 0.20 m 
fp = 150 ( 1 - 0.35 )/382 + 1.75 . . . • ( 2.3 ) 
= 2.005 
Pressure drop in the reactor model can be calculated base on equation (2.7) : 
fp p u ^ L ( l - G ) 
- A P = . . . . ( 2.7 ) 
Y dp G ^ <D 
( 2.005) ( 1000 ) ( 0.061 ) ^ ( 0.20) ( 1 - 0.35 ) 
( 0.90 ) ( 0.0063 ) ( 0.35 ) ^ 
- A P = 3982 N/m^ 
5. Calculate constant ( K ) 
For turbulent flow K can be calculated based on equation (2.11) : 
A P ( A ) ^ 
K = \l ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
L fp p 
( 3982 ) ( 0.1963 ) ^ 
( 0 . 2 0 ) (2.005)( 1000) 
K = 0.62 
